The art of camping

Cocoon Modular
Holtkamper Trailer Tents
This brochure provides an overview of the Cocoon Modular trailer tent,
along with the available options and accessories.
There is a lot to choose from! Of course, it is easiest to make the right
choices when having the trailer tent in front of you. You are most
welcome to visit our showroom in the U.K. or one of the Holtkamper
showrooms in the Netherlands.
For more info or to plan a visit to one of our showrooms, please contact:

UK Distributor

Trailer Tent Manufacturer

Black Country Caravans & Camping
Corngreaves Road
Cradley Heath
West Midlands, UK
B64 7DA

Holtkamper Trailer Tents
P.O. Box 2272, 7801 CG Emmen
Kapitein Nemostraat 5, 7821 AB Emmen
The Netherlands

T: 01384 636465
www.blackcountrycaravans.co.uk

T +31 (0) 591 - 66 89 66
sales@holtkamper.nl
www.holtkamper.nl
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Cocoon Modular - Technical Specifications
• Kerb weight approx. 250 kg
• Extra luggage approx. 500 kg
• Maximum permissible weight 750 kg
• Mattress approx. 200 x 145 cm
• Luggage space approx. 1000 litres
• Surface area - with awning approx. 15m2
• Chassis - Galvanized Al-Ko chassis with mechanical brake system
• Trailer approx. L 320cm (incl. A-frame) x W 185cm x H 100cm
• Choice of optional kitchen units

Quick and Easy!
The Holtkamper Cocoon is incredibly easy to put up. Due to the
integrated frame the main living area of the trailer tent is able to be
unfolded and ready to use in minutes, including the zipped in groundsheet, and with NO pegging to do! The front canopy is permanently
attached so there is no difficult zipping and unzipping to do, and with
only 3 poles and guy ropes this too is incredibly easy to set up.
Membrane Airco
A unique selling point of the Holtkamper Cocoon is the Membrane Airco
Tent system, which is a worldwide patented system for ventilation, insulation and the prevention of condensation. The roof is made from two
layers of material. In normal or cold weather conditions you leave the
two layers zipped together and the system works automatically. The
‘climate chamber’ between the two layers works to prevent condensation in rainy conditions and provide insulation in cold conditions. In hot
weather you unzip and separate the layers using a few small poles.
Sleeping
Inside the Cocoon there is a double bed, with a slatted base to reduce
condensation and eliminate the need for daily airing of the mattress.
The mattress is made from high density foam, ensuring comfort and
longevity, and the aluminium frame, fitted with gas struts, makes the
bed very lightweight and easy to lift to gain access to the large storage
space underneath.
Storage
With Holtkamper’s Pack-N-Go system you can also access this 750 litre
storage area without unfolding the trailer tent at all. Simply unzip and
lift the bed base and canvas (fitted with a gas strut for ease of lifting)

thus allowing you to pack and unpack for your holiday easily. There is
also a further 250l storage capacity under the soft top of the trailer
where you can easily store items such as tables and chairs when in
transit.
Kitchen Units
The Cocoon has two kitchen unit options available; there is one unit
which will secure to the A-frame of the trailer, the aluminium Base
Kitchen, this can easily be wheeled around into position under the
canopy.
The second option is for a fixed unit at the rear of the trailer, this
would be a Kyte Masterclass kitchen. Both the kitchen units feature
a 3 burner, gas hob with a stylish glass plate, a practical (optional)
water supply and a fitted fridge.
Chassis
There are two different chassis options available for the Cocoon
Aero, the standard chassis and the MTT chassis. The MTT is a longer
chassis taken from the Kyte, it can be useful if you have a need
to carry several push bikes, or if you would like to carry heavier
E-bikes. The MTT chassis is also used for mounting Kyte Masterclass
kitchen.
Both options are AL-KO braked chassis, with shock absorbers and 14”
wheels to ensure a safe and stable towing experience. There are
heavy duty wind down steadies to support the trailer when being
used and for those who are a little more adventurous, it is possible
to have an off-road edition which comes with larger wheels for extra
ground clearance, this is particularly suited for use with off road
vehicles.
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